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Einstein’s office on the day of his death; photo by 
Robert Morse for Life Magazine.



“Unified Field Theory”

"The generalization of the theory of gravitation has 
occupied me unceasingly since 1916.”  - Einstein, 1952
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J. J. Thomson      (courtesy AIP)
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“If we want to understand the way in which electric 
and magnetic properties depend on the 
temperature, the density, the chemical composition 
or the crystalline state of substances, we cannot be 
satisfied with simply introducing for each substance 
these coefficients, whose values are to be 
determined by experiment …

It is by this necessity that one has been led to the 
conception of electrons …  by whose distribution 
and motion we endeavor to explain all electrical and 
optical phenomena that are not confined to the free 
ether.”

           —    Lorentz,  “Theory of Electrons”       1906
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Einstein — December 1915



W. R. Coker, U of Texas



“non-symmetric field” 

extra space dimensions 

wormholes







T. D. Lee and C. N. Yang



Electromagnetic Field  

Strong Interaction Field 

Weak Interaction Field 



D ⇤F = j

DF = 0

for each force, a field obeying

Glashow, Salam, Weinberg, ’t Hooft, Veltman, 
Gross, Politzer, Wilczek



Matter                                     Force 

“Fermion”                             “Boson” 

quarks, leptons                        A, W, Z, gluon



How do we know that this is true ? 

        Let’s talk about the Large Hadron Collider.





CERN



the ATLAS experiment



CERN





40 million collisions / second 

200 pictures recorded /  second 

2 billion pictures recorded /   year





“Coherent State”  —   field become particles
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LHC Iconography:   the  “Staircase”
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C. Bula et al.   (Princeton-Rochester-SLAC-Tennessee)

Final Focus 
Test Beam 
Experiment







m(jj) = 3.1 TeV





ATLAS 6-jet event
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Steven Weinberg          (courtesy U T News)



“We certainly do not have a final theory yet, and we 
are not likely to discover it soon.  But from time to 
time we catch hints that it is not so far off.  Sometimes 
in discussions among physicists, when it turns out that 
mathematically beautiful ideas are actually relevant to 
the real world, we get the feeling that there is 
something behind the blackboard, some deeper truth 
foreshadowing a final theory, that makes our ideas turn 
out so well.” 

—    S. Weinberg    “Dreams of a Final Theory”    1993
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Yoichiro Nambu, Peter Higgs,  
Tom Kibble, Gerald Guralnik, 
Carl Hagen, Francois Englert, 
Robert Brout
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CMS candidate
h0 � ��





The Higgs field must exist. 

But, what is it ? 

Why does it fill space ?





Charles Rosenblatt 
Case Western









Leon Cooper

w. John Bardeen and Robert Schrieffer   (BCS)







Philip Hofmann University of Oslo



For Higgs, 

   what are the “electrons” ? 

   what new force pulls them together ? 

   what impels them to fill space ? 

   how are they connected to  W,  Z, quarks, leptons  ?





search for T ! W+b



“What really interests me is whether God had any 
choice in the creation of the world.” 

       —  Albert Einstein, to Ernest Strauss
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Thank you for your attention.


